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1. ABSTRACT

For twenty years the photosynthetic reaction
center (RC) has been the premier testing ground for
theoretical understanding of electron transfer in aperiodic
systems, with special, but not unique, reference to long
distance biological electron transport.  In addition to the
known structure, many of the attributes that make RCs so
well suited to studying electron transfer function equally
well for any charge movement, including protons.  These
include the presence of intrinsic reporter groups
(electrochromically active pigments), high time resolution
through light activation, and a large number and variety of
distinct reactions, ranging from loosely coupled responses
of the protein dielectric to specific, long distance proton
transfers in and out of active sites, and bond making in
terminal chemical transformations.  A wide variety of
biophysical methods have been coupled with site directed
mutagenesis to reveal mechanisms of proton uptake,

transfer and chemistry in the RC.  This review summarizes
our progress to date, which suggests that the RC can serve
as a paradigm, not only for many energy coupled,
membrane proteins, but for the electrostatic and dielectric
properties of proteins that are critical to their general
function.

2.  INTRODUCTION

The function of all photosynthetic reaction
centers is to convert light energy into metastable oxidizing
and reducing equivalents, by charge separation, and to
export these in a mobile form for subsequent utilization in
“energy coupled” electron transport chains, ultimately
driving ion transport and ATP synthesis (1-3).  In reaction
centers of purple bacteria and in Photosystem II of
oxygenic organisms, reducing equivalents are exported in
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Figure 1.  The photosynthetic reaction center from
Rhodobacter (Rba.) sphaeroides.  The L, M and H subunits
are shown as backbone traces in green, blue and magenta,
respectively.  The two views shown are roughly orthogonal.
The membrane plane runs from left to right, with the
cytoplasmic phase at the top and the extracellular
(periplasmic) space at the bottom.  Note that the H-subunit
significantly caps the structure over QA, while QB is much
less protected.  The polyisoprene groups of all cofactors
have been truncated (QA and QB) or removed (chlorins).
The active electron transfer path is indicated by arrows, in
the left hand figure.  The structure file used was 1aig.pdb.

pairs as reduced quinol, requiring coordinated uptake of
protons (4).  Of obvious importance in its own right, the
elucidation of the structure of the bacterial reaction center,
almost two decades ago (5, 6), motivated extraordinary
progress in our knowledge of membrane proteins,
generally, as well as leading to a sophisticated
understanding of biological electron transfer (3, 7).

The properties of light activation, known
structure and a plethora of intensely absorbing cofactors
made the bacterial reaction center (RC) a powerful tool for
studying electron transfer (ET).  The same features make it
a very effective model system for intraprotein proton
transfer (PT).  Although not alone here, the RC presents
exceptional opportunities for studying diverse issues
regarding proton uptake and proton transfer in protein
functions, including:

1.  charge compensation and conformational relaxation,
2.  bond making/breaking in coupled ET/PT to or from
hydrogen carriers,
3.  coordination of proton delivery with electron transfer
and substrate binding/release.

Net proton uptake by RCs is the result of quinol
production, which requires 2H+ per 2e– (4, 8).  Indirect
coupling of electron transfers to proton uptake is also
seen in reponse to light-induced perturbation of the
charge distribution of the protein.  The important
function of proton pumping, which is characteristic of
cytochrome oxidase (9, 10) and bacteriorhodopsin (11),
is not carried out by RCs but the main features of long
distance H+ transfer, essential to pumping mechanisms,
are well represented in the pathway of proton delivery in
the reaction center.  This review will address proton
transfer events coupled to the electron transfer reactions
of quinone reduction in isolated reaction centers from

Rhodobacter (Rba.) sphaeroides and capsulatus, with
some reference to reaction center function in the native
membrane system (chromatophores).

3.  THE REACTION CENTER STRUCTURE

The functional core of the reaction center (RC)
complex from purple photosynthetic bacteria is a
heterodimer of similar, but non-identical, proteins (subunits
L and M), plus a third polypeptide (subunit H) that caps the
LM dimer on the cytosolic side of the membrane (Figure 1)
(for review, see (12, 13)).  The LM dimer binds all the
cofactors, while subunit H stabilizes the structure and is
involved in H+-ion uptake and transfer associated with
electron transfer to the quinones.  The L and M subunits
and all associated cofactors are arranged around a quasi-
2-fold rotational symmetry axis, normal to the plane of
the membrane and passing through the primary donor
(P, a dimer of bacteriochlorophyll, Bchl) and a ferrous
(Fe2+) iron midway between the two quinones.  Electron
transfer proceeds from the excited singlet state of the
primary donor (P*), via the monomer Bchl (BA) to the
bacteriopheophytin (HA) bound to the L subunit.  From
HA

–, the electron is transferred to the primary quinone,
QA, which is bound in a fold of the M subunit, and from
QA

– it crosses the symmetry axis to reach the secondary
quinone, QB, bound in a similar fold of the L subunit.
The sequence of events is (14-16):

The two quinones constitute a functional “acceptor
quinone complex”, organized around the central iron atom and
its ligand field of four histidines and a glutamate (Figure 2).  QA
and QB are both bound with the C1 carbonyl hydrogen bonded
to a backbone NH, and the C4 carbonyl hydrogen bonded to the
NδH of a histidine ligand of the iron atom.

The early events of photosynthesis, from the
excited state of the primary donor (P*) to the reduction
of QA, involve cofactors that are tightly bound as
“prosthetic groups”.  QB, on the other hand, is in weak
binding equilibrium when fully oxidized or reduced.  If
it is present, QB is reduced by electron transfer (ET)
from QA

– and becomes tightly bound as the
semiquinone, QB

–.  In the presence of a secondary
donor, P+ is rereduced and the RC can again be
photoactivated, which provides a second electron, also
via QA

–, to doubly reduce QB to the quinol state, QH2
(hydroquinone), with the uptake of protons from the
solution:
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Figure 2. The acceptor quinone complex of the Rba.
sphaeroides reaction center.  QA (green) and QB (cyan) are
bound around an iron-histidine ligand complex (two histidines,
L230 and M266, are omitted).  Top: view from the membrane
plane (similar to Fig. 1, left).  Bottom: view from the
cytoplasmic surface (approximately 90° rotated from top panel
view).  The two quinone binding sites are similar and are
related by the pseudo-2-fold rotational axis of the reaction
center.  QB is shown in its proximal position (see text).  Not all
contact residues are shown, but both sites are predominantly
non- or weakly polar, except for GluL212 and AspL213 in the
QB site.  Hydrophobic residues are shown in yellow
(AlaM248, AlaM249, AlaM260, IleM265, IleL224, IleL229).
Each quinone is hydrogen bonded through its C4 carbonyl to a
histidine (N�H) and through the C1 carbonyl to a backbone
amide (NH).  In  the semiquinone anion form, QB is also
hydrogen bonded by SerL223 (OH), as shown.  The side
chains of M259 (asparagine) and M261 (threonine) are omitted
for clarity; they do not contact the quinone headgroup.
Coordinates are from 1dv3.pdb.

The involvement of protons is crucial for both
electron transfers to QB, with contributions that are
energetic, kinetic and structural.

Following photoactivation, the first electron is
shared between the two quinones.  The negative charges of the
anionic semiquinones induce proton uptake to the protein,
contributing to the partial shielding and stabilization of the
semiquinones (17-19).  Full reduction of QB is coupled with
the delivery of two protons to the quinone head group, to form
QH2, which leaves the RC and is replaced by an oxidized
quinone from the membrane pool.  This returns the acceptor
quinones to their original state and allows RC turnover to
proceed under multiple-flash activations.  Under such
conditions, binary oscillations can be seen in the formation and
disappearance of semiquinone and in the uptake of protons
from the medium (b<1 on the first flash, 2-b on the second, in
Scheme 1)  (for review, see (8, 20, 21)).

4.  CHARGE COMPENSATION AND PROTEIN
RELAXATIONS

Following light absorption, the appearance of
separated charges inside the RC is a rude insult to its dark-

adapted equilibrium state, and a process of microscopic
adjustment begins immediately, to accommodate the de
novo charges of P+ and the sequentially reduced acceptors.
These motions constitute the dielectric response of the
protein, and occur over an enormous time range.  Some
responses are very rapid and precede and accompany the
early electron transfers between the acceptors (22-24).
However, significant relaxation also occurs following
reaction, for example throughout the lifetime of the P+QA

–

state, from the subnanosecond to millisecond range (25).

Changes in proton distribution within the protein
can contribute to the compensation of the new charge
states, but the time scale of the relaxations may not allow
for a substantial contribution from net proton uptake.  The
total extent of relaxation in the P+QA

– state, alone, is on the
order of 120 meV, but is 75% complete prior to 1 µs (25),
whereas net H+ uptake occurs much later than this (26).
Thus, the H+ binding can contribute no more than about 30
meV, and probably much less, to the total stabilization of
this charge separated state.  However, the dielectric
capabilities of the protein reflect its internal structure and
dynamics, which will include protons already bound to
groups, and this changes with pH.

From basic principles, the integrated proton
uptake associated with a reaction reflects the influence that
protonation has on the energetics of the process, according
to (19, 27):

∆H+ is the proton uptake associated with the formation of a
particular state, e.g., PQA –› PQA

–, and δ∆G represents the
pH-dependent contribution to the free energy of the
reaction, relative to a reference pH at which the integration
is started.  This is of particular importance to the function
of the acceptor quinones, because the free energy
difference between the two charge states is small, and small
differential contributions can dominate the equilibrium,
QA

–QB ‹––› QAQB
–.

The appearance of QA
– or QB

– induces pKa shifts
in ionizable groups, equivalent to the electrostatic
interaction energy.  In general, the magnitude of the
response will fall off with distance, both because of the
inherent distance dependence of charge-charge interactions
and because the effective dielectric constant of the protein
tends to increase with distance (28-31).  In spite of the
fundamentally flawed nature of the concept, effective
dielectric constants have commonly been estimated from
the apparent interaction energy between charged groups, as
implied by the effects of mutations of ionized residues (20,
32-35).  Values obtained for this region of the RC are in the
range εeff = 25-40, implying that substantial pKa shifts are
expected only for nearby (or otherwise closely coupled)
ionizable groups, if such groups exist.  On the other hand,
larger numbers of groups might be expected to experience
small shifts.

Net H+ uptake or release by an ionizable group
will only occur to the extent that the shift in pKa changes
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Figure 3.  The acid cluster in the QB domain (cross-eyed
stereo view).  The orientation is within 30° of that in Figure
2 (top panel), but QB is in its distal position.  The strongly
interacting acid residues are AspL210, GluL212, AspL213 and
GluH173.  Also shown is the inhibitory cadmium (Cd2+ -
pink) binding site - AspL124, HisL126, HisL128, and 3 water
molecules (green).  AspM17 is surface exposed and plays an
important role in proton entry; it also coordinates to nickel
(Ni2+) when present.  Coordinates are from 1ds8.pdb.

the equilibrium ionization state by a significant amount.
Thus, it must be expected that the large majority of groups
involved in net H+ uptake or release will have pKa values
within, say, ± 1 unit of the ambient pH.  (Groups with pKa
values outside this range will remain either fully protonated
or fully deprotonated in either electronic state.)  For such
weakly coupled systems, proton uptake at a fixed pH can
only be a minor contributor to the energetics of charge
compensation.  Although H+ redistributions can contribute
to the major dielectric response, the proton uptake is
essentially only reporting such relaxations, rather than
effecting them.

As the electron transfers from QA
–  to QB, the

protein dielectric will readjust to the new position of the
electron charge.  Surprisingly, but informatively, the H+

uptake response of the RC protein is quite similar for QA
–

and QB
–.  The H+/QA

– and H+/QB
– stoichiometries are

almost identical near neutral pH, and their pH dependences
are qualitatively similar (19, 36), so net H+ binding at a
single pH contributes negligibly to the stabilization of QB

–.
However, H+ uptake to QB

– is somewhat larger at pH  > 8
and pH  < 6.5, i.e., b > a for the following reaction:

where LAB
(1) is the one-electron equilibrium constant.  The

small differences in H+ uptake by QA
– and QB

–, integrated
over the whole pH range, i.e., applying Eqn. 1, provide the
net thermodynamic drive for the electron transfer
equilibrium to lie in the forward direction at all pH < 11 (in
isolated RCs from Rba. sphaeroides) (19).

Although the energies involved with H+ events
are small, they are functionally very important, as they
modulate small values of the equilibrium between oxidized

and reduced QA, where the latter is photochemically
inactive footnote1.  Thus, the quantum yield of primary events
on the second flash can be easily changed from viable to
non-viable values by quite subtle changes in the position of
the QA

–QB ‹––› QAQB
– equilibrium.

The similarity of the H+ responses to QA
–  and

QB
– is given a clear mechanistic basis by electrostatic

calculations on the RC structure (37, 38), which indicate
that many of the same groups experience the bulk of the
conformational changes and pKa shifts in spite of the
different locations of the semiquinone charge, and by the
fact that all are closer to the QB site.  This is because the
local dielectric around QA

– is rather ineffective in screening
the charge.  Alexov and Gunner (37) suggested that the
arrival of the electron on QA “prepares” the QB site for the
subsequent electron transfer - an indication of apparent
linkage between the two sites (see below, Section 5.4.4).

Many of the residues responsive in calculations
were originally identified in mutant RCs as being important
in the pH dependence of the rate (kAB

(1)) and equilibrium
(LAB

(1)) constant for transfer of the first electron, as well as
in the delivery of H+ ions to the quinone headgroup on the
second turnover.  Experimental results from Rba.
sphaeroides and capsulatus have suggested substantial, and
even specific, roles for GluL212 and AspL213, amongst others
footnote2 (33, 39, 40).  However, computational studies show
that the electrostatic interactions between groups in this
region of the RC are so strong that ionization equilibria
cannot be considered the property of individual groups, but
are distributed over several members of an extensive,
interacting cluster (41-44).  Furthermore, while single
mutation studies have often imputed great functional
significance to individual residues, second site revertants
have shown some of these to be non-unique solutions for
functionality footnote3.  For example, mutation of AspL213

causes drastic failure of electron transfer and proton uptake
to QB (33, 40, 45), but a second site revertant, AsnM44–
›Asp, restores function to a high degree (46).  In fact, the
combinations of AspL213/AsnM44 and AsnL213/AspM44 are
equally functional in nature, and the latter is naturally
encountered in Rhodopseudomonas (Rps.) (newly named
Blastochloris (Bcl.)) viridis, Rhodospirillum (Rsp.) rubrum
and Chloroflexus (Cfl.) aurantiacus, for example (47-50).

5.  THE FIRST ELECTRON TRANSFER: QA
–QB —›

QAQB
–

5.1.  Equilibrium
The one-electron equilibrium constant, LAB

(1), is
roughly pH independent between pH 6 and 8, but increases
at lower pH and decreases at higher pH (reviewed in (20)).
This is generally interpreted as indicating the influence of
the electric potential created by ionizable residues in the
vicinity of QB, especially those comprising a cluster of
interacting acidic residues, AspL210, GluL212, AspL213, and
GluH173 (Figure 3).  Although the assignment of specific
residues to observable phenomena may be naive, it retains
some descriptive utility.  For example, GluL212 was
suggested to be primarily responsible for the pH
dependence of the first electron transfer, at pH > 8.5; it was
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proposed to be neutral at pH < 8.5 and to become ionized
with pKa ≈ 9.8 (39).  Some calculations show GluL212 to
undergo no changes in ionization state, and place all the
burden elsewhere in the cluster, but FTIR studies have
established that GluL212 does indeed undergo changes in
partial ionization, but differently so in many mutants (51-
54).  These results exemplify the complex interactions in
this region of the protein.

Whatever the details, electron transfer to QB is
inhibited by negative charge in the acid cluster, or
“GluL212”, which increases as it ionizes with an apparent
pKa ≈ 9.8 (pKQA-QB in Scheme 3) (33, 39, 55).  Thus, the
electron transfer equilibrium is apparently modulated by
the equilibrium protonation state of GluL212H/GluL212(-).
For a single group titration, the apparent equilibrium
constant, LAB

(1), progresses from a maximum value at low
pH (LAB

(1)’) to a minimum at high pH (LAB
(1)o) (Scheme 3).

In isolated RCs, LAB
(1) decreases steadily above pH 8.5-9

(corresponding to the onset of ionization, pKQA-QB) and is
pH dependent to above pH 11, so the apparent pKa for
GluL212 with the electron on QB (pKQAQB-) is ill-defined.

In the dark adapted or ground state (QAQB),
"GluL212" ionizes according to a lower apparent pKa
(pKQAQB).  Light activation causes proton uptake as the acid
cluster reprotonates in accordance with the pKa shifts
induced by the semiquinone anions.  The pH dependence of
the H+-uptake stoichiometries, H+/QA

– and H+/QB
–, can be

deconvoluted into discrete contributions.  If these are
assigned to individual groups, the responses correspond to
pKa shifts of ≈ 1-1.6 units for 2-3 groups, of which
"GluL212" is a major contributor with pKQAQB ≈ 9-10 (18,
19, 36, 56, 57).  Although this value is entirely dependent
on this “discrete residue” model, when GluL212 is mutated
to a non-ionizable residue, light-induced proton uptake is
eliminated at pH > 8.5, for both QA

– and QB
– (58, 59).  This

is consistent with electrostatic calculations, and illustrates
the potential for long range interactions between the two
quinone sites, including the proposed preparation of the QB
site for the subsequent electron transfer from QA

– (37).

The pH dependence of LAB
(1) at pH < 6 was

suggested to reflect the ionization behavior of AspL213, with
pKa ≈ 5 (33, 40).  Calculations also roughly support this
identification, but the behavior of AspL213 is thought to be
more complicated than this and involves a strongly coupled
response of AspL213 and AspL210 (37, 60) (see Section 5.2).

The extensive nature of the ionization states in
the RC are especially illustrated by one mutant in Rba.
capsulatus.  The loss of the high pH proton uptake to QA

–

and QB
–, caused by the GluL212–›Gln mutation, was

substantially restored by a second site mutation in the QA
binding pocket, AlaM247–›Tyr, more than 17Å away from
QB (56).  Remarkably, the functional pKa value and the QB

–

-induced shift are similar to the wild type, but obviously
cannot be associated with the residue at L212.

5.2.  Electrostatic interactions in the quinone domains
The local electrostatic potential that acts on QB is

the sum of many contributions, including a substantially
positive potential from the peptide backbone (61) that is
partially offset by the ionization of buried acidic groups
footnote4.  Against this background, the effects of mutations
can be counter-intuitive.  Thus, mutation of AspL213 to Asn
causes a dramatic increase in LAB

(1) and loss of pH
dependence at pH < 6 (33).  This is consistent with the
removal of negative charge associated with ionized AspL213

with pKa ≈ 5, but the calculations of Alexov and Gunner
(37, 60) show that the effect is more subtle and dynamic, as
follows.

Because of the strong interactions between L210,
L212, L213 and H173, charge sharing between them is
hard to evaluate reliably.  The calculations that allow
conformational choices for polar residues and for the
location of QB, show that (GluL212 + AspL213) may best be
considered as one group that is never more than singly
ionized, at any pH (37, 38, 60, 62, 63).  In the ground state
(QAQB), there is a full charge on (GluL212 + AspL213), and
the OH group of SerL223 is hydrogen bonded to AspL213.
AspL210 is protonated with an effective pKa ≈ 9.  In the
QAQB

– state, (GluL212 + AspL213) becomes fully protonated
by intraprotein proton transfer from AspL210.  Also, the OH
of SerL223 switches to hydrogen bond with the carbonyl
oxygen (O1) of QB

–, and the carboxylic OH of AspL213

hydrogen bonds to the Oγ of SerL223 (Figure 4).  Because
AspL213 is now neutral, the pKa of AspL210 decreases
significantly and is reprotonated from solution at pH < 7.
At pH > 8.5, as AspL210 becomes progressively more ionized in
the ground state, the protonation of (GluL212 + AspL213) after
activation occurs by uptake from solution.  This accounts,
qualitatively, for the observed proton uptake.

To a first approximation, the central position of
AspL213 in strong interactions with GluL212, AspL210 and QB

–

gives rise to much of the observable protonation and pH
dependent behavior associated with the first electron
transfer.  By virtue of proton transfer within the acidic
cluster, QB

– induces an apparent pKa shift from 5 to >13 for
(GluL212 + AspL213), while the pKa of AspL210 actually
downshifts from 9 to 7 (Figure 5).

An interesting corollary of this scenario is that
the charge on (GluL212 + AspL213) does not directly
influence the electron transfer equilibrium through
electrostatic interaction with QAQB

–, because (GluL212 +
AspL213) is always neutral when QB

– is present (37, 38).
Thus, the effect of the AspL213–›Asn mutation, which
greatly increases the one-electron equilibrium, is not simply
due to a more positive potential at QB, but is exerted
through the free energy of the QA

–QB state (60).  In Figure
4, the dominant equilibrium is between state A and state B’.
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Figure 4.  The Serine-L223 hydrogen bond switch.  Top
panel: in the QA

–QB state (and in the QB(proximal) ground
state), the equilibrium lies to the left (state A).  QB is shown
hydrogen bonded at the C1 carbonyl by the peptide
nitrogen of residue L224.  AspL213 (GluL212 + AspL213 in the
text) is ionized.  This suppresses the ionization of AspL210,
which is neutral.  SerL223 serves as a hydrogen bond donor
to the carboxylate of AspL213.  Bottom panel: upon
reduction of QB, the individual pKas of the acid cluster
residues change dramatically and the equilibrium shifts to
the right (state B’).  AspL213 becomes protonated, removing
the electrostatic restraint on AspL210, which ionizes.  The
carboxylic OH of AspL213 now donates a hydrogen bond to
SerL223, which switches its hydrogen bond to donate to QB

–.
This is probably an important contribution to the
stabilization of the semiquinone state, substantially raising
its redox midpoint potential (Em) from solution values (ref.
4, and C.A.W., in preparation).  The type of pKa changes
involved in this scenario is shown schematically in Figure
5.

 In mutants lacking AspL213, the left hand side of Figure 4 is
missing and the equilibrium is between states B and B’
(60).  An equivalent view might be that QB

– is stabilized by
the hydrogen bond from SerL223  which is competed for by
AspL213.  Thus, when this residue is mutated, the serine can
give all its attention to the semiquinone.

Mutation of GluH173 to glutamine results in
inhibition of turnover comparable to that seen for AspL213–
›Asn (64).  However, in contrast to the latter mutation,
GluH173–›Gln decreases LAB

(1), suggesting that the local
potential at QB becomes more negative.  This was proposed

to be due to a compensating increase in negative charge
appearing on other residues closer to QB, e.g., GluL212 or
AspL213 (64).  Electrostatic calculations support this
interpretation (E. Alexov, personal communication).  A
similar, but much smaller, effect was reported for mutation
of ArgL217, which caused a counter-intuitive decrease in the
pKa of GluL212 (35).  This was interpeted as indicating a
change in the “chemical proton affinity” of GluL212, or the
local proton activity, of non-electrostatic origin.  Although
providing a simplified approach to modeling the outcomes,
this seems to be an ad hoc way of accounting for the
complex electrostatics of the system.

The fundamentally electrostatic nature of the
influences in this region is reinforced by the restoration of
function to AspL213 (and GluL212) mutations by second-site
revertants that add a negative charge elsewhere, especially
AsnM44–›Asp (46, 65), or a compensating removal of a
positive charge, as in ArgM233–›Leu or Cys (66, 67) or
ArgH177–›His (68).  The long-range effects of some second-
site reversion mutations are likely to be conformational in
nature, albeit instigated by electrostatic perturbations.  The
implied structural perturbations can only be revealed by
direct methods, and the ArgM233–›Cys mutation, which is a
second site revertant to both AspL213 and GluL212 lesions,
has been analyzed by X-ray diffraction  (69).  A cascade of
structural changes is seen to propagate from the mutation
site, with small perturbations seen as far as QB, more than
15Å away.  These include a significant shift in the position
of ArgH177 and the introduction of a novel water molecule
close to GluH173 but not adjacent to QB ((69) and M. L.
Paddock, personal communication).  FTIR studies on this
mutant also reveal extensive structural changes (70).

Site-directed mutagenesis and computational
studies generally converge in identifying "important"
residues, but calculations have been inconsistent on specific
predictions of the ionization behavior of individual groups,
e.g., GluL212 has been variously found to be fully or
partially charged or neutral (37, 38, 42, 71, 72).  FTIR data,
which seem to be on firm ground, show it to be partially
ionized (51-54).  The discrepancies probably reflect how
sensitive the calculated responses of coupled residues can
be to the input parameters, such as the intrinsic pKa values
footnote5 for each residue, without significantly changing the
net energetics.

In addition, some sites of protonation may be
intrinsically ill-defined.  FTIR studies found distinct
changes in the carboxylic acid region above 1700 cm-1, in
Rba. sphaeroides but none in Rps. viridis (73, 74).  This
prompted a look for signatures of delocalized, "Zundel"
protons in the light-induced difference spectra.  Zundel has
long proposed that protonation of strongly hydrogen
bonded networks gives rise to highly polarizable systems
that exhibit very broad band (hundreds of cm-1) or
continuum (thousands of cm-1) IR absorbance (75, 76).  IR
difference spectra of the QA

– and QB
– states revealed broad

band changes at ≈2700 cm-1, in both Rba. sphaeroides and
Rps. viridis RCs, that shifted to ≈2100 cm-1 in D2O (77).
While these results are highly suggestive, at the present
time there is no way to quantitate the contribution of such
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Figure 5.  Schematic titration curves for key residues of the
acid cluster in the ground state (QAQB) and one electron
reduced state (QAQB

-), according to the  electrostatic-
molecular mechanics calculations of Alexov and Gunner
(37).  Note the counter-intuitive downshift in the pKa of
AspL210 upon reduction of QB (see text).

protonation states.  Similar IR bands are seen in
bacteriorhodopsin (bR), associated with the “proton release
complex” of the extracellular domain (78, 79).  In the
absence of any other identifiable signals in bR, the Zundel
band is presumed to account for a full proton.

5.3.  Kinetics
In addition to the decrease in the equilibrium

constant, the rate of the first electron transfer, kAB
(1), also

slows down at pH > 8.5, exhibiting a pKa = 9.2-9.5,
somewhat lower than the equilibrium value.  However, no
acceleration is apparent at low pH (< pH 6), where LAB

(1)

increases, suggesting a change in rate limitation or control
(20).  The lower value for the alkaline pKa, compared to the
equilibrium value of ≈ 9.8, probably reflects its kinetic
nature and the fact that the protonation state immediately
after the flash is determined by the pre-flash (ground state)
equilibrium, i.e., pKQAQB ≈ 9, rather than pKQA-QB.  The
difference of 0.5-1 units between pKQAQB and pKQA-QB
indicates the electrostatic influence of QA

– on the apparent
pKa of “GluL212.  This is seen directly in the pH dependence
of the H+/QA

– stoichiometry.  QA
–
  has similar effects on

subsequent turnovers, with pKa shifts of 0.7-0.8 pH units
estimated for the pKa of the QB semiquinone (pKs) in the 2-
electron state QA

–QB
–, and for pK1, the first pKa of the

quinol, QH–, in the 3-electron state QA
–QBH– (80, 81).  It is

worth noting, however, that the distinction between kinetic
and equilibrium pKa values of the 1st ET, is greatly
exaggerated in some mutations of key residues, especially
those that dramatically affect the 2nd ET, e.g., AspL213–›Asn

(33), GluH173–›Gln (64) and AspH170–›Asn (82) (see section
5.4.4).

Because QA and QB are both ubiquinone (Q-10)
in Rba. sphaeroides, with almost identical electronic
spectra, monitoring the first electron transfer generally
relies on the differential electrochromic effects of QA

– and
QB

– on the neighboring chlorins (Bphe and Bchl) (83, 84).
This allows for other charge movements, including proton
transfers and conformational motions, to contribute to the
overall kinetics, which are also wavelength-dependent,
reflecting local contributions to the responses of different
chromophores (85-87).  Wraight and coworkers (88, 89)
reported the kinetics at 397 nm (the Soret region of Bphe)
to be biphasic, with both components exhibiting pH
dependent rate constants - a fast phase with τ ≈100 µs, and
a slow phase with τ ≈ 1 ms.  The relative amplitudes of
these phases did not vary as the extent of QB activity was
increased, suggesting that both components arose from a
single occupancy quinone binding with two configurations
of different reactivity (89) (P. Maróti and C.A. Wraight,
unpublished).  Measuring in the Qy bands of Bphe and
Bchl, Tiede et al. (87) reported complex (dispersive), and
generally faster, kinetics.  The spectral response at 757 nm
appeared to be the positive lobe of a bandshift of Bphe, but
the negative component at 770 nm exhibited quite different
kinetics.  This is a bizarre effect that is not understood at
the present time, but Tiede et al. concluded that the 757 nm
transient is a reliable monitor of the QA

–QB —› QAQB
–

electron transfer event, which is at least biphasic, while
other wavelengths include various responses to other
factors, such as proton transfer.

5.4.  Possible structural bases of the 1st electron transfer
5.4.1.  The proximal/distal positions of QB

The kinetic complexity of the first electron
transfer was given additional significance by the discovery
that, at least in crystals of isolated RCs, QB may not
normally be in the QB pocket at the time of reduction of
QA

–.  In dark-adapted RC crystal structures, the natural,
long-chain ubiquinone species do not occupy the functional
(also termed proximal) QB binding site, but bind
preferentially at the threshold of the pocket, in a distal
position (90, 91) (compare Figures 3 and 7).  Graige et al.,
who also observed biphasic kinetics in the 1st ET, found
that neither rate was dependent on the driving force of the
reaction (∆Go), which was varied by employing non-native
(naphtho)quinones with different redox potentials as QA,
but with Q-10 as QB (92).  They concluded that the rate
limiting process was not electron transfer and proposed that
movement of quinone from the distal to proximal QB
binding site constituted a type of conformational gating.

Electrostatic and molecular dynamics/mechanics
simulations that include the distal site configuration suggest
that the protonation state changes induced by QA

– are
sufficient to tip the binding equilibrium to favor entry of
ubiquinone into the proximal site (38, 93-95).  It would
then be effectively nailed into position by transfer of the
electron.  However, X-ray structures show that RCs with
the mutation ProL209–›Tyr have QB already in the proximal
site (96), but exhibit no significant differences in the 1st
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electron transfer kinetics (97).  Thus, the quinone movement,
per se, does not appear to be rate limiting, even though an
energetically quite expensive ring flip is required for the
quinone headgroup to reach its final, proximal orientation (90,
94).  Furthermore, FTIR studies have failed to detect the distal
position in functional turnover of the QB site, even in wild type
RCs (98).  This is, therefore, an open question at the present
time.

In fact, at pH ≤ 8, the time scale of the 1st electron
transfer is similar to that of H+ uptake to the QA

– state, alone,
for which no quinone motion is required (26).  At pH > 8.5,
electron transfer to QB is retarded by the need for additional
proton uptake to neutralize “GluL212”.  However, proton uptake
does not appear to be rate limiting either (see Section 7.2.1),
although it may be instrumental in preparing the QB site
energetically, which could include bringing the headgroup into
the proximal position.  The overall reaction could, perhaps, be
rate limited by protein dynamics that limit both H+ uptake and
electron transfer and pull the equilibrium over to an observable
extent.  As discussed above, net proton uptake accompanying
or following electron transfer cannot be responsible for the
equilibrium position as there is little difference between the
H+/QA

– and H+/QB
– stoichiometries, but protein relaxations

including  H+ ion redistribution and indicated by H+ uptake,
are a possibility.

5.4.2  The role of quinone binding in the overall 1st ET
equilibrium

Although the pH dependence of the 1st ET
equilibrium is generally considered to reflect electrostatic
influences on the electron transfer, per se, i.e., QA

–QB ‹–›
QAQB

–, Takahashi et al. (99) reported that the affinity for
Q-0 in the QB site was pH dependent in a manner identical
to the overall ET equilibrium, and similar results were
found with Q-10 (C.A.W., unpub.).  This could account for
essentially all of the pH dependence of the observed ET
equilibrium.  The observed equilibrium constant is an
apparent one that includes saturation of the binding site,
described by an association constant, KQ, which was found
to be pH dependent:

In order for the pH dependence of KQ to show up
in LAB

app (for a single step quinone binding), the binding
must not be saturated.  However, Shinkarev and Wraight
(100) have shown that the statistical distribution of quinone
in detergent suspension makes true saturation much more
difficult to achieve than previously recognized.

In fact, a 2-step binding equilibrium, such as
implied by the proximal/distal description, adds an intrinsic
restriction to achieving saturation, and the binding picture
would now look like:

Where QA(...) indicates no occupancy of the QB pocket and
QA••QB represents QB binding in the distal position.
Omitting the complexities of detergent/quinone

distributions (100), the net affinity (association constant) is
given by:  KQ = Kq(1 + Kb).  The apparent ET equilibrium
will reflect this and, even at saturating levels of quinone, is
given by: LAB

app = LAB
(1).Kb/(1 + Kb).  Provided Kb is not

large, its pH dependence will show up directly in LAB
app.

Various computational studies have indicated that the
proximal/distal distibution is, indeed, dependent on the
protonation state of various residues (38, 93-95).

Occupancy of the functional QB position (the
proximal-distal equilibrium) is likely to be determined by
competition between water and quinone in the proximal QB
site.  X-ray structures of RCs show several (up to 6) water
molecules in the QB site, when QB is absent (91).  With QB
in the distal site, 2-3 water molecules may remain in the
proximal site, possibly hydrogen bonded between GluL212

and HisL190 (90, 91, 101).  Water is held exclusively by
electrostatic interactions (including hydrogen bonds) within
the pocket, whereas the quinone interactions are
predominantly van der Waals, plus hydrogen bonds to the
carbonyl oxygens and possibly the C3’ methoxy oxygen.
Thus, the water should be harder to displace at high pH as
more ionization occurs in the QB region.  Tiede et al. (87)
and Larson and Wraight (102) found that the 1st ET
accelerates in high osmotic strength media, consistent with
an enhanced occupation of the proximal site.

5.4.3.  Fast phases of the 1st ET
Although the rate of the first electron transfer

exhibits no dependence on the free energy on time scales
greater than ≈10 µs, Li et al. have reported a faster
component that is dependent on ∆Go (103, 104).  This was
only observed for low potential naphthoquinones as QA.
Graige et al. (92) did not see it, albeit with different
conditions, but may have since reported it at low pH (105).
It was also not seen with ubiquinone as QA in a mutant that
invests the native quinone with a low potential, although it
was again observed with naphthoquinones (104).  The fast
phase, therefore, seems to be very sensitive to conditions,
which may indicate that it reflects a delicately balanced
proximal-distal equilibrium in the dark that can tip either
way, depending on influences such as detergent or
membrane footnote6 environment, osmotic strength, changes
in the quinone structure in the QA site, and mutations.
Once the proximal position is dominant, the role of other
processes in the net reaction can be seen, including electron
transfer, as suggested by the ∆Go dependence observed by
Li et al (104).

On this basis, the data of Li et al. indicate that
even when QB is present and able to be reduced by QA

– on
the 1 µs time scale, it is energetically unfavorable unless
the equilibrium is artificially enhanced by using sufficiently
low potential analogues of QA.  The result is that both the
amplitude and the rate of the fast phase increase with
driving force.  The QA redox potential necessary to produce
50% fast phase (indicating an initial equilibrium constant of
1) is about 100 mV more negative than that of ubiquinone.
This would mean that for wild type RC with native QA,
even after preparation of the QB site and migration of
quinone into the proximal position, the initial electron
transfer to QB is still unfavorable, and the equilibrium must
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be pulled over by subsequent events that stabilize QB
–, i.e.,

relaxations, which may include H+ redistribution and the
SerL223 -OH flip.  The analysis of Gunner and coworkers
(104) suggested a reorganization energy of about 0.9 eV for
the 1st ET reactions with naphthoquinone as QA.  This is
significantly smaller than estimates for the 2nd ET (see
below) and could be considered consistent with electron
transfer preceding H+ uptake, and therefore less dependent
on significant charge rearrangements.

5.4.4.  Linkage between QA and QB
Many examples exist of apparent interaction

between the two quinone sites, and are often evident in pH
dependences and protonation behavior.  Such mutual
influence or linkage (4, 106) includes the long-known
response of the Em of QA and its redox-linked pKa (pKQA-)
to the occupancy of the QB site by inhibitors (107, 108) and
quinone/quinol (109), as well as the long-distance influence
of QA

– on the ionization and conformational responses of
acidic groups near the QB site, as described above.  One of
the most striking and relevant examples of long range
influence is the great reduction and even elimination of the
high pH proton uptake to the QA

– state when certain
naphthoquinones are substituted for the native ubiquinone
(Q-10) in the QA site (110).  Since H+ uptake in this pH
region is largely identified with the acid cluster of the QB
pocket, this suggests the signaling of structural information
from one site to the other.  Conceivably, isoprenyl
ubiquinones impose some strain (111) that is relayed to the
QB domain to induce the protonation/conformational
configuration that favors the distal position for QB.  In
contrast, the planar naphthoquinones could allow a small
structural relaxation that tips the balance in favor of
proximal site occupancy.

Interactions between the QA and QB sites are also
evident in the effects of certain mutations.  Substitution of
IleM265, in the QA site, with polar residues threonine and
serine causes a dramatic lowering of the Em of QA, and also
introduces a novel pKa in the kinetics of the 1st ET (112).
The behavior of the QA site mutation, AlaM247–›Tyr, as a
second site revertant that restores the wild-type pattern of
H+ uptake in the GluL212–›Gln mutant (56), has not been
reported as a single site mutation but will be very
interesting to see.

 Many other mutations appear to amplify the
distinction between apparent pKa values operative in the
kinetic, compared to equilibrium, properties of the 1st ET.
In such cases, the rate of electron transfer becomes pH
dependent at much lower pH than does the equilibrium
constant (33, 64, 82).  This is consistent with
conformational control of the kinetics - for example, with
distinct pKa values for functional binding of QB in the
proximal position and for the electron transfer, itself.  The
exaggerated distinction between kinetic and equilibrium
pKa values seen in some mutants could then indicate slower
kinetics of the conformational change.  A general model of
this behavior has been described, including such pKa
distinctions (106).  It was suggested that rapid electron and
proton transfers establish an initial equilibrium, which
strongly disfavors QAQB

– and may, therefore, be

undetectable with the normal driving force available from
ubiquinone as QA.  Subsequent rate-limiting and proton-
linked conformational changes determine both the
attainment of the final equilibrium and at least some of the
observable H+ uptake.

A specific model of Mulkidjanian and coworkers
(35, 113), based largely on electrometric measurements in
chromatophores, proposes GluL212 to have a much lower
pKa ≈ 6 when quinone is not in the proximal position, due
to the H2O that is present instead.  This low pKa value is
not obviously consistent with the pH dependence of the
H+/QB

– stoichiometry in isolated RCs, which does not
support the implied large shift in pKa from 6 to >11.  Nor is
it readily reconciled with the specific loss of H+ uptake at
high pH (>8.5) when GluL212 is mutated.  Furthermore, the
mutant ProL209–›Tyr, which appears to have QB already in
the proximal position in the ground state (96), has very
similar H+/QB

– stoichiometry to the wild type, across a
wide pH range (57).  This, in particular, is inconsistent with
substantially different pKa values of key residues for the
distal vs. proximal positions of QB.  However, it can be
added that the inevitable electrostatic interactions within
the acid cluster render these criticisms equivocal.

As seen when naphthoquinones are used as QA,
some mutations appear to “break” the linkage between the
two quinone sites, as assayed by QA

–-induced H+ uptake at
high pH, which is largely ascribed to the acid cluster near
QB.  Most notable of these are mutations of ProL209 to Phe,
Tyr and Trp (57, 97, 114), which have also been
characterized by X-ray diffraction analysis.  From these, an
interesting candidate for the linkage effect is a cluster of
water molecules, originally identified by Fritzsch (115),
which almost extends from one quinone site to the other.
Since it is sufficiently ordered to be well defined in the X-
ray structure, it might also function as a polarizable
transmitter of the electric potential of QA

– to the acid
cluster.

6.  THE SECOND ELECTRON TRANSFER: QA
-QB

-
—› QAQBH2   

Transfer of the second electron to QB is tightly
coupled to delivery of the first proton (HI

+) to the quinone
headgroup.  This can occur in one of two sequences, with
electron transfer preceding (ET/PT) or following (PT/ET)
proton transfer (85), both proceeding via energetically
unfavorable intermediates, QA

–QBH or QAQB
2–:

          Here LAB
(2)o and LAB

(2)’ correspond to the limiting
equilibrium constants for electron transfer at high and low
pH, i.e., above pK2 and below pKs, respectively.  Note that
the first proton taken up (HI

+) corresponds to what is
normally defined as the second ionization of the quinol
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(pK2), and the second proton taken up HII
+) corresponds to

the first ionization (pK1).

The energetic accessibility of the intermediates for
the two possible pathways of coupled proton-electron transfer
(PT/ET vs. ET/PT) depends on the pKa of the QB semiquinone
(pKs) and on the degree of stabilization of the QB

2–/QB
– redox

couple.  The range of values for pKs (≈ 5 in water, and 4-6 in
RCs (81, 116)), suggests that the QA

–QBH state lies 60-180
meV above QA

–QB
–, at pH 7, but progressively more at higher

pH (ideally 60 meV per pH unit).  Although the likely range
for Em(QB

2–/QB
–) places QAQB

2– at least 240 meV above QA
–

QB
– (C.A.W. - in preparation), this should be pH-independent

and the two routes are not clearly distinguished on purely
energetic grounds.  However, distinction between the two
pathways was made by Graige et al., who found that the rate of
the observed second electron transfer, kAB

(2), is dependent on
the driving force for the reaction, set by varying the redox
potential of QA with quinone analogues (117).

Analysis of the free energy and pH dependences of
the rate provided strong evidence that the reaction mechanism
proceeds via rapid pre-protonation of the semiquinone
followed by rate-limiting electron transfer (the lower, PT/ET
route in Scheme 5), i.e., the neutral semiquinone is a transition
intermediate (117).  The energetics are shown in Scheme 6.
The value of pKs controls the population of QBH, which
determines the height of the intermediate state, and sets the
functional Em of the QBH–/QBH redox couple, which
determines the actual free energy of the electron transfer step,
∆GET

(2).  Both contribute to the observed rate, kAB
(2).

Proton transfer is apparently fast enough to
establish QBH in an equilibrium population determined by
pKs and the ambient pH.  Thus, the observed rate is kAB

(2) =
ket

(2).f(QBH) and, for a simple titration, f(QBH) = 10pKs-

pH/(1+10pKs-pH).  Since ET is rate limiting over the
accessible pH range, from pH 4-11 (117), the proton
transfer equilibrium must be established at least 10 times
faster, at all pH.  Exactly how fast the ET rate is, and
therefore how fast the PT rate must be, depends on the
functional pKs of the QB semiquinone.

6.1  The QB semiquinone pKa (pKs)
Following the first electron transfer, the spectrum of

the photoproduct in isolated RCs indicates that the QB
semiquinone remains fully anionic at least down to pH 3.5 (85,
118), implying pKs ≤ 3 for the QAQB

– state.  However, if such a
pKs value were straightforwardly applicable to QA

–QB
– after

the 2nd flash, then the rate of reaction, by the PT/ET
mechanism, would be very pH dependent (ideally a 10-fold
change in rate per pH unit).  In fact, for wild type RCs, the rate
of the 2nd ET is at a maximum or plateau below pH 4.5 (kAB

(2)

= 2-5 x 104 s-1), decreases slowly between pH 4.5 and 8, and
more steeply only at pH > 8 (85).

Also, if QBH exhibited simple titration behavior, the
plateau would indicate that pKs lies above pH 4.  In fact, the
weak pH dependence up to pH 8 suggests that pKs is not
constant but is continuously modulated by interactions with a
changing electrostatic environment that keep the functional
pKa below the prevailing pH.  Even if QBH were fully titratable
in the QA

–QB
– state at sufficiently low pH, direct proof of this,

such as by spectroscopic identification, is likely to be difficult
as QBH is expected to be very rapidly reduced to QBH–.
However, by using rhodoquinone (RQ) as QB,  Graige et al.
found that kAB

(2) showed a clear dependence on the equilibrium
population of QBH (81).  This 3-amino-analogue of ubiquinone
has a much higher solution pKs (≈ 7.5).  With RQ as QB,
protonation of the semiquinone was observed directly in the
one electron state, QAQB

– ‹–› QAQBH, with pKs ≈ 7.2.  On the
second electron transfer, kAB

(2) displayed a well-behaved pH
dependence, decelerating 10-fold per pH unit above a pKs of
8.0 in the QA

–QB
– state.  The 0.8 unit upshift in pKs in the QA

–

QB
– state is similar to that inferred for the normal ubiquinone

occupant (80).  Comparison of the behavior of RQ with that of
UQ as QB, suggested an apparent pKs = 4.5-5 for native
ubiquinone in QA

–QB
–, at pH 7.5.  This is very similar to the

pKa estimated for ubisemiquinone in water (pKa = 4.9;
C.A.W., unpub.).  Establishing pKs ≈ 4.5 determines both
∆GET

(2) and kET
(2), which then sets the lower limit on the rate of

proton equilibration, keq = kon + koff.

6.1.1  Energetics and kinetics of the proton coupled
electron transfer

The driving force for the electron transfer step,
∆GET

(2), depends on the redox potential of the transition
intermediate, QBH–/QBH.  For pKs ≈ 4.5 and pK1 ≈ 8.5 (see
Section 6.3), we can estimate Em(QBH–/QBH) ≈ +0.21 V
(C.A.W., unpub.) and hence obtain ∆GET

(2) = –(Em(QA
–/QA)

- Em(QBH–/QBH)) ≈ -0.255 eV.  Also with pKs = 4.5, the
measured value of kAB

(2) = 3 x 103 s-1 at pH 7 gives kET
(2) ≈

106 s-1, as deduced by Graige et al. (81).

In the high temperature limit, the classical
Marcus equation and the quantum mechanical version are
the same:

where ko is the maximum rate obtained when the free
energy of reaction (∆G°) and the reorganization energy
(λ)are equal and opposite, ∆G° = -λ.  The maximum rate is
determined only by the electronic coupling and the distance
between the electron acceptor and donor: ko = A.exp(-βR).
The edge-to-edge distance from QA to QB in the proximal
position (≈14.5 Å), and the unusually strong electronic
coupling between the quinones, give a maximum rate ko ≈
1-3.5 x 109 s-1 (119-121).  Inserting kET

(2) ≈ 106 s-1 and
∆GET

(2) ≈ -0.25 eV into the Marcus equation, with ko = 3 x
109 s-1, we obtain a reorganization energy, λ ≈ 1.3 eV, for
the classical form of Eqn. 3 footnote7. This is well within the
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Figure 6.  pH dependence of the effective electrostatic
potential at the QB site in the QA

–QB
– state.  The potential

was calculated on the assumption that the pH dependence
of the rate of the 2nd electron transfer, QA

–QB
– –› QAQBH–,

is determined by the pKa of the QB
– semiquinone.  The

experimental rate is then compared with the expected
titration of a single, non-interacting site, according to the
Henderson-Hasselbalch equation, with pKa = 4.5 (see text).
The position of the curve on the vertical scale is somewhat
arbitrary, and moves with the choice of a reference pKa
value, but the extent of the change (150-200 mV) over the
range pH 4 - 9 is essentially unaffected.

range of values considered appropriate for ET involving the
QB site, e.g., as estimated for charge recombination from
the P+QB

– state (125, 126).  Dutton and coworkers have
recommended that some residual quantized behavior be
included in typical biological ET reactions, yielding a
factor in the denominator of Eqn. 3 of about 0.14, rather
than 4kBT ≈ 0.1 eV (122, 128).  This results in λ ≈ 1.6 eV,
which is likely too large.  Almost as high a value was
suggested by Schmid and Labahn (127), but is better
accounted for by at least some, and probably substantial,
temperature dependence of the free energy, ∆Go (25).

In the PT/ET mechanism for the second electron
transfer, via QBH, the protonation equilibrium must be
established faster than the forward rate of electron transfer,
i.e., keq = kon + koff > kET

(2) > 106 s-1 (68, 81).  For
equilibrium from the bulk phase, the on-rate is pH
dependent, kon = kH.10-pH, where kH is on the order of 1011

M-1 s-1, while the off-rate is determined (ideally) by the pKa
of the reactive species (QB

–/QBH), koff = kH.10–pKs (129,
130).  For keq > 106 s-1 over the whole experimental pH
range, and with kH = 1011 M–1 s-1, we find kon > 106 s-1 only
at pH < 5.  On the other hand, koff > 106 s-1 with pKs < 5.
Thus, the requirement for keq > kET

(2) must be largely
satisfied by a low pKa value for QB

–, and we can consider
the derived value of 4.5-5 to be consistent with this
assessment.

6.1.2  pH dependence of pKs
A value of pKs in the range 4.5-5 would place it

right in the middle of the carboxylate pKa range, where the
protein electrostatics are most complex.  In contrast, the
pKs for RQ lies outside this range.  Lavergne et al. found
that protonation of the stable QB ubisemiquinone (QAQB

–)
is readily observable in chromatophores, with a functional

pKs = 6 (116).  Rather than being indicative of a major
difference between chromatophores and isolated RCs,
however, this may simply suggest that the point at which
pKs approaches and exceeds the ambient pH (thereby
allowing significant levels of QBH) can depend on minor
changes in the intrinsic pKa values of QB

– and the amino
acids involved, and on their strengths of interaction, both
likely sensitive to the environment, e.g., detergent vs.
membrane.  In addition to the functional pKa for QB

–, other
differences may exist between isolated RCs and
chromatophores.  A striking example is the fact that Em(QA

–

/QA) is strongly pH-dependent in chromatophores (108) but
not in isolated RCs  (109, 131, 132).  However, recent
determinations of the free energy gap between P* and
P+QA

– in chromatophores reveal an identical pH
dependence to that seen in isolated RCs and cast serious
doubt on the potentiometric measurements of Em(QA

–/QA)
(C.A.W., in preparation).

Computational analyses of protein electrostatics
readily show the effects of interaction between ionizable
residues on their pKa values, as in the acidic residue cluster
around QB (37, 42, 44, 133, 134).  However, it is perhaps
unexpected that the pH dependence of kAB

(2) is of almost
identical form (curvature) for a wide variety of mutants in
and around the QB domain (68, 134-137).  This suggests
that in the QAQB

– and QA
–QB

– states, when (GluL212 +
AspL213) is neutral, no single strong interaction determines
the functional pKa of QB

–, but that the effective potential at
QB is the sum of many smaller contributions.  By
comparison of the experimental data (rate vs. pH) with the
pH dependence expected for a simple titration, we can
estimate the pH dependent changes in the local potential
(δΨ), which modulate the actual pKa:

Assuming pKs = 4.5, the local potential is zero at
about pH 7 (Figure 6).  Regardless of the choice of pKs, the
potential drops by about 180 mV from pH 4 to 9 and then
flattens out.  Although this is a large decrease, it is
comparable to what is obtained from a full protein
electrostatics calculation (E. Alexov, personal
communication).

6.2  The energetics of the overall 2nd ET reaction
The value of pKs establishes the operational Em of

the QBH–/QBH redox couple, which determines the actual
free energy of the electron transfer step, ∆GET

(2) (Scheme
6).  In contrast, the overall free energy, ∆GAB

(2), and the
apparent equilibrium constant, LAB

(2), are determined by
Em(QBH–/QB

–) and, therefore, by pK1, the first ionization
constant of the quinol:

The overall equilibrium of the second electron transfer is,
indeed, strongly pH dependent (55).  Em(QBH–/QB

–)
becomes more negative with increasing pH and approaches
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and passes Em(QA
–/QA) at pH 9-9.5 (33, 55, 80).

Extrapolation to pH 7 yields ∆GAB
(2) = -(RT/F)lnLAB

(2) = –
(125 ± 20) meV.  McPherson et al. also measured net H+

uptake in the double reduction of QB and found pK1 = 8.5-
8.7 for the (bound) QBH2 state (80).  This is substantially
lower than that expected for QH2 in solution (pK1 ≈ 13
(138)), indicating very strong stabilization (binding) of the
monoanion, QBH–.  Because of the low value of pK1, the
second proton uptake does not provide much driving force
for electron transfer in situ, and at pH ≥ pK1 release of QH2
and associated processes such as H+ uptake are driven by
exchange with excess quinone:

Strong binding of the QH– species is seen as slow
release of quinol from RCs with the GluL212–›Gln mutation,
which blocks the second proton delivery, even in
chromatophores where there is a great excess of quinone
(139).

6.3.  The ET/PT alternative
Paddock et al. examined several mutants with

substantially impaired second electron transfer kinetics, and
found that almost all still manifested the same mechanism -
rapid pre-protonation to form QA

–QBH followed by rate
limiting electron transfer (68).  The significant exception
was the AspL213–›Asn mutant, for which kAB

(2) is less than 1
s-1 at pH 7.  Other mutants, however, with only slightly
faster rates, still follow the same ET-limited mechanism.
Thus, even for kAB

(2) ≈ 1-10 s-1, the rate of ET equilibration
to form QAQB

2– is still not fast compared to a slow, but
very favorable, subsequent proton transfer, and it is
insufficient to compete with the normal pathway via QA

–

QBH.  With this limit, and using the parameters ko= 2 x 109

s-1 and ∆GET
(2) = +0.24 ± 0.03 eV ((81), and C.A.W., in

prep.), we can calculate λ = 1.6 ± 0.1 eV  for the classical
Marcus equation (or 2.4 ± 0.1 eV, for the quantized form)
(Eqn 3, Section 6.1).  This is substantially larger than the
equivalent estimate for the PT/ET route (see Sections 6.1.1
and 7.2.3), and can be readily understood as a prohibitive
factor for this pathway.  Combined electrostatic/molecular
mechanics calculations show that the protein around the QB
site undergoes rapid dielectric saturation as the negative
charge on QB is increased above 1 in the computational
parameters (M. R. Gunner, personal communication).  This
is consistent with a substantially larger λ for the 2nd ET
compared to the 1st, and would also contributes to a low
value for Em(QB

2–/QB
–),making ∆GET

(2) for this route quite
unfavorable.

7.  PROTON TRANSFER PATHWAYS

The proximal QB position is 13-15 Å from the
aqueous phase at its closest approach, and it is inevitable
that transfer of protons from the medium to QB, through
parts of the H and L subunits, is facilitated by hydrogen
bonded chains or networks.  From the X-ray structure of
the RC a number of putative, but incomplete, H+

conducting pathways can be seen to converge on the QB

site, terminating in the region of GluL212 and AspL213 (140).
The discovery of inhibition by certain divalent, transition
metal cations has now focussed attention on one of these.

Utschig et al. first observed that Zn2+ inhibited
the 1st ET and bound stoichiometrically to RCs (141).
They identified a possible binding site on the surface of the
RC - a cluster of histidine residues in the H subunit - and
suggested that the effect might arise from damping of
protein motions.  Subsequently, Paddock et al. found that
the 2nd ET was similarly inhibited, and that many divalent
metal ions were active with varying degrees of inhibition
from 10-100 fold, and they proposed the effect was on
proton entry (142).  In addition to Zn2+, effective metals
include Cd2+, Cu2+, Co2+ and Ni2+, but not Fe2+, Ca2+, or
Mg2+.  The binding sites for Zn2+, Cd2+ and Ni2+ were
identified by crystallography (143) and found to be close to
that suggested by Utschig et al.  (see Figure 3).  Zn2+ and
Cd2+ were bound to HisH126, HisH128 and AspH124, and Ni2+

was bound to HisH126 and AspM17.  AspL210 is also close but
is not directly bonded to either metal.

The inhibition is an essentially kinetic
phenomenon and any effects on the electron transfer
equilibria, for example as might be caused by the
electrostatic potential at QB, were minor.  Instead, the
distinctly surface nature of the binding sites suggested that
they identified a unique entry point for H+ ions.  This was
confirmed by showing that the inhibited rate of the 2nd ET
was not dependent on the free energy of the reaction, i.e., it
was no longer rate limited by ET but, presumably, by
proton transfer (142).  A subsequent survey of mutations in
the region between QB and the surface site revealed a
strong synergy of the metal effects with residues AspL210

and AspM17.  Mutation of either one had little effect on
electron and proton transfer rates, but the effect of metals
was now more profound (144).  Mutation of both residues
together, however, caused a dramatic inhibition, with no
additional metal effect (145).

Since the PT equilibrium is normally on the order
of 10 times faster than ET, but when inhibited by metals,
etc, is about 100 fold slower, this work identified a proton
conduction pathway to the QB site that is at least 1000
times more effective than any alternative pathway (144).  It
was also shown to be active in delivering protons to the
acid cluster on the first flash (especially at pH > 8.5, when
GluL212 is initially ionized), as well as both protons
necessary for reduction of QB

– to quinol (146).  With a
single entry point, the common initial path must bifurcate
to deliver protons to O1 of QB, via GluL212, and to O4, via
AspL213 and SerL223.  For both cases, crystallographically
resolved water molecules contribute continuity to the
putative paths, which, in the inhibited, metal-bound case,
are more or less complete.  However, in the uninhibited
state (no bound metals), the path is not so well defined and
there are spans that are “missing” in the sense that there is
no apparent contact for proton transfer.  At these points, it
is likely that the conduction pathway is dynamically
assembled, either by diffusive water or, possibly, by large
scale motions of residue side chains such as AspL210.  In
metal-bound RCs, a substantial amount of ordering was
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seen for GluH173, and sidechain mobility was suggested to
play a critical role in proton conduction (143).

7.1.  Intraprotein proton transfer - the terminal steps
Mutagenesis studies have shown that many

residues, identified as important in the charge stabilization
events of the 1st electron transfer, are also critical for the
delivery of protons to QB, accompanying the 2nd ET
reduction to quinol.  Notably, GluL212, AspL213 and SerL223

play key roles as terminal elements of the proton delivery
path.  The second ET has potentially conflicting
requirements of the local electrostatic potential.  The
transfer of electrons will be assisted by a positive potential,
while the delivery of protons will be aided by a negative
potential.  However, proton delivery, unlike electron
transfer, will also be affected by the potential along the
conduction path, at least insofar as it modulates the pKa
values of proton carriers.  It is therefore not surprising that
the responses to mutations are complex.

Mutation of either AspL213 or SerL223 to
nonionizable residues causes almost total failure of delivery
of the 1st proton, which must precede the transfer of the 2nd

electron (33, 40, 147), and mutation of GluL212 leads to an
equally dramatic inhibition of the 2nd proton delivery,
which occurs after the 2nd electron (39).  However,
although GluL212 and SerL223 are apparently conserved in all
homologous bacterial sequences, AspL213 is not.  The
critical role of SerL223 is further emphasized by the fact that
it, and HisL190, are the only residues of the bacterial QB
binding site that are fully conserved in the homologous site
of Photosystem II, in plants and cyanobacteria (148).
However, unlike HisL190, SerL223 is not involved in specific
binding interactions with the oxidized quinone, in either
proximal or distal QB positions, but it does hydrogen bond
to the semiquinone.  Furthermore, although Ala and Asn
are non-functional substitutes for SerL223, Gly is quite
functional (149).  This was suggested to be due to the
sequestering of a novel water molecule that could function
in the place of the serine OH, implicating SerL223 in a true
proton transfer function.  Aspartic acid is also a functional
substitute (149), but attempts to modify the functional pKa
of residue L223 by mutation to cysteine resulted in a totally
inactive QB site, possibly due to covalent crosslink
formation between the quinone and the cysteine sulfhydryl
(E. Takahashi and C. A. Wraight, unpublished).
Crosslinking between cysteine and a methyl-substituted
quinone has been proposed as a mechanism for the
anticoagulation action of  oxidized vitamin E , which
inhibits vitamin K-dependent γ-carboxylase (150).

7.1.1.  Proton delivery to O1 (carbonyl) of QB (H+
I in

Scheme 5)
Calculations show SerL223 as a hydrogen bond

donor to ionized AspL213(-) in the ground state (QAQB with
QB proximal), but to the C1 carbonyl oxygen of QB

– in the
QAQB

– state (37).  This switch-like motion sets up SerL223

to deliver a proton to the O1 position of QB on the second
turnover.  In the latter configuration, the serine also accepts
a hydrogen bond from AspL213H, so the proton transfer to
QB

– can be very closely coupled to resupply from the
carboxylic acid group.  In the functional SerL223–›Asp

mutant, transfer of a proton from one carboxyl oxygen
could also be immediately compensated by protonation of
the other.  On the other hand, the non-functionality of the
SerL223–›Asn mutation indicates that, even though the
protonated amide carbonyl HN-C=OH+ is generally less
acidic than C-OH2

+ (151), e.g., of serine, abstraction of a
proton from AspL213H and rotation of the protonated amide
of AsnL223 is not a viable option.

From the X-ray structure of the Rps. viridis
reaction center (152, 153), where the AsnL213/AspM44

combination prevails, it is clear that AspM44 is well
positioned to play the same role in this species, and can
certainly engage in hydrogen bonding with SerL223.  This
also accounts for the high level of functionality of the
AsnM44–›Asp second site revertant of the AspL213–›Asn
primary mutation in Rba. sphaeroides.  However, other
second site revertants are generally of much lower
competence and do not present alternative configurations
for the proton transfer role of AspL213.  As noted for the 1st

ET, almost all the reversion mutations can be viewed as
restoring some negativity to the electrostatic potential of
the region - either by adding a new acidic group, e.g.,
AsnM5–›Asp (154) and GlyL225–›Asp (155), or by removing
a basic group, e.g., ArgM233 (66, 67), ArgL217 (154) or
ArgH177 (68).  Thus, an additional function, contributed to
by AspL213 and other members of the acidic cluster, may be
to establish the prevailing electrostatic potential around the
QB site, thereby setting the functional pKa values of various
groups, as well as QB

–, itself.  A major role of this sort was
ascribed to GluH173 (64).  In mutants lacking either AspL213

or GluH173, several small inorganic ions, like azide, can
restore partial or even complete function (64, 156).  This
was originally suggested to indicate proton-carrying
activity of the weak acids of these ions, as proposed for the
function of azide in “rescuing” certain bacteriorhodopsin
mutants (157), but it may also be due to the anionic forms
binding within the protein, thereby restoring a functionally
negative potential to critical regions of the H+ conduction
pathway (64).

7.1.2.  Proton delivery to O4 (carbonyl) of QB (H+
II in

Scheme 5)
To complete the formal reduction of QB, a second

H+ must reach the C4 carbonyl oxygen.  This could come
from the imidazole NδH of HisL190, which must then be
reprotonated, or the QBH– monoanion could disengage from
its hydrogen bond with HisL190 and be protonated directly.
The pKa for histidine, to form the imidazolate anion, is
about 14 in solution.  Liganding to the iron will almost
certainly lower the pKa, as it does in the Rieske iron-sulfur
center of the Cyt bc1 complex (158, 159).  However, the
decrease in pKa is not large in the Fe2+ state (pKa ≈ 12.5 in
the Cyt bc1 complex), and may not be enough to make
HisL190 an adequate proton donor to QH– (pKa ≈ 8.7 in situ
(160)).  The kinetic responses to mutation of GluL212, e.g.,
to glutamine or alanine, implicate this residue in the
transfer of the second proton.  Mutant studies show that
other structural solutions support viable growth, but the
kinetic competence of these revertants has not been well
established.  Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that
compensating second-site substitutions to mutations at
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GluL212 overlap considerably with those for AspL213

mutations (136, 161), and with the same general property
of restoring acidic or removing basic groups, some of
which are at a considerable distance, e.g., the guanidinium
group of ArgM233 is 15-17Å from QB(proximal) and 13-14Å
from GluL212 and AspL213.  However, the QA site mutation,
AlaM247–›Tyr, which restores some activity to the GluL212–
›Gln mutant, is an exception to this rule (56).  It seems,
therefore, that GluL212 is not strictly required although it is
probably kinetically vastly superior.  Whether restoration of
significant function requires some adjustment of the
electrostatic potential profile will have to await
computational studies, but it must, somehow, induce proton
transferring capabilities in other entities.  Since no other
ionizable residues come within range of the quinone
headgroup, the most likely alternatives are water
molecules, including “new” ones not present in the wild
type structure, such as are seen in the X-ray structure of the
ArgM233–›Cys mutation (69).

A role for water is strongly suggested by its
ability to invade the QB site when quinone is absent or
bound in the distal position (90, 91, 101, 162), and by the
fact that the GluL212 side chain is probably too far from the
carbonyl O4 to donate directly.  It is therefore likely that
water is the final donor, either directly to the quinol or to
reprotonate HisL190, and delivery of the second proton can
be envisioned as being coupled to the unbinding motions of
the quinol and the entry of water molecules into the site.
The water channels that have been described in the RC
structure are a possible hydraulic mechanism for this
purpose (101, 140).

GluL212 is well endowed with water contacts in all
states, especially when the quinone is absent.  This has
prompted Mulkidjanian and coworkers to propose that
GluL212 has a fairly normal carboxylic pKa ≈ 6 when the
proximal position is unoccupied, due to the water
molecules present, but a substantially elevated pKa ≈ 9.5
when quinone enters, due to the formation of a hydrogen
bond between -COOH and the C3’-methoxy oxygen and to
the lower polarity of the pocket when the water is displaced
(113).  (This was discussed further in Section 5.4.4).  It
should be noted, however, that none of the available X-ray
structures shows such a configuration for L212-
QB(proximal).

7.2.  Proton transfer kinetics
For energetically near-neutral or favorable proton

transfer between hydrogen bonded components (∆pK =
pKacceptor - pKdonor ≥ 0), the pair-wise rate can be expected to
be very fast, with a maximum on the order of 1012 s-1 (163-
165).  However, known protein structures indicate that
extensive proton transfer pathways are built on diverse
functional groups, especially side chain carboxylic acids,
alcohols and imidazole, and water, with solution pKa values
ranging from -2 to 7 (and even 16 for –OH/–O–).  The
effect of unfavorable pK differences can be described by
various free energy relationships, e.g., Brönsted, Marcus,
Eigen, etc, and the experimental challenge is to vary ∆pK in
a controlled manner.

Even for substantially unfavorable ∆pK steps, the
proton transfer rate need not be limiting for a coupled

reaction.  This is likely the case in the native RC pathway,
where electron transfer is quite robust towards mutational
modifications that have significant effects on equilibrium
protonation parameters.  A few noteworthy exceptions
identify the key residues GluL212, AspL213, SerL223, GluH173,
AspL210, AspM17 and HisH126 and HisH128.  However, even
amongst these, only a small subset gives rise to clear onset
of rate limitation by proton transfer, i.e., where PT has
become slow relative either to the conformational change
that normally controls the 1st electron transfer, or to ET
itself in the 2nd electron transfer.  These include non-
ionizable substitutions at AspL213 (68), the double mutation
of AspL210 and AspM17 (145), and the double mutation of
the two surface histidine residues, HisH126 and HisH128

(2xHis mutant) (105).  The latter identifies a unique entry
site for protons into the conduction pathway to the QB site,
and the pick-up point from the surface/bulk interphase.

At pH > 8 in the 2xHis mutant, proton transfer
from the surface to the internal proton conduction path is
rate limiting for both the 1st and the 2nd electron transfer
(146).  Donation by water (as H3O+) is evidently ineffective
because, although the intrinsic rate constant is very high
(approx. 1011 M-1 s-1), the concentration is too low.
However, it may become sufficient at lower pH, as the
electron transfer rate in this mutant approaches that of wild
type at pH 7 (105).  In contrast, the native His
configuration appears to provide a surface source of high
effective concentration and adequate acidity over the entire
pH range.  This function can be restored by soluble cationic
buffers that bind weakly and “rescue” the mutant (105,
166).

7.2.1.  Proton transfer coupled to the first electron
Paddock et al. (166) have used the buffer rescue

approach with 2xHis mutant RCs to explore the initial steps
of proton transfer in the 1st electron transfer reaction.  At
low concentrations of buffer, the recovered rates of electron
transfer yielded second-order rate constants that were a
function of the pKa of the rescuing buffer.  A very
recognizable Brönsted plot (log k vs. pKa) was obtained,
with a slope of -1 at pH values above an apparent pKa ≈ 4.
The behavior was accounted for by the following
(abbreviated) model for the 1st electron transfer, with
imidazole (Im) as the rescuing buffer most similar to the
native histidine:

Glu represents the terminal acceptors, e.g., the acid cluster,
“GluL212”, with an apparent pKa > 8.5.  However, the
analysis showed the necessary involvement of a much more
acidic intermediate, A–/AH, with pKa ≈ 4-5, consistent with
a typical carboxylic acid.  For imidazole as initial donor,
the effective pKa at the surface was estimated to be ≈10,
making the initial PT considerably uphill.  Independent
data suggest that at least one functional pKa at the intact
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(non-mutant) entrance site is more like 7 (167), perhaps
because of mutual interactions between the two histidines.

With the equilibrium parameters for imidazole, it
was possible to estimate the individual rate constants to be:

with an order of magnitude accuracy.  k-2
(1) depends on the

pKa of the terminal acceptor, which is uncertain.  However,
for pKa(GluL212) ≈ 8.5, k-2

(1) would be about 107 s-1 .

The overall rate constant for proton transfer to the
terminal acceptor is given by:

and was estimated at 105 s-1, within a factor of 2 (166).  For
the native histidine configuration, with a functional pKa of
about 8, the overall rate will change, but not markedly.
Thus, the internal rate constants constitute equilibration
rates (k1

(1) + k-1
(1), k2

(1) + k-2
(1), etc) that are certainly fast

compared to the observed reaction, kAB
(1). However, the

reaction is also not rate limited by electron transfer (see
Section 5.4).

Representation of the terminal acceptor in
Scheme 9 as “GluL212” is a pure formality, but it is
somewhat misleading.  For example, GluL212, itself, is
unlikely to be in contact with whatever residue is
represented by A.  The proton conduction path from the
surface to any candidate targets of the acid cluster, or to QB
is almost complete in some structures, notably those with
bound metals at the histidine cluster (PDB files 1ds8, 1dv3
and 1dv6).  However, the absence of complete connectivity
in any uninhibited structures may indicate a more dynamic
nature of the functional pathway, involving movement of
waters and, possibly, sidechains, for example of AspL210.
Most of the water molecules required to bridge between
amino acid side chains can be seen in various different X-
ray structures.

The general picture appears to be similar to the
situation seen in carbonic anhydrase, where a functional
chain of 3-5 water molecules is involved (168, 169).  Both
mutant studies (169-171) and molecular dynamic
simulations (172-174) of carbonic anhydrase indicate that
the active configuration of the water chain is dynamically
assembled.  This defines the proton path in carbonic
anhydrase as a dynamic entity, as also proposed for
superoxide dismutase (175), and actually visualized in
bacteriorhodopsin (11, 176).  A highly dynamic role has
also been proposed for water in both conduction and gating
of proton translocation in the proton pumping heme-copper
oxidases (177).

Since the pKa of water (approx. -2, on a molar
basis) is quite extreme compared to other groups in the
chain of events, it might be expected that the rate limiting
step in a water-containing path would be one that involves
proton transfer to or from water.  However, in carbonic

anhydrase, a rather successful Marcus analysis of the
kinetics yields a description based simply on the relatively
small pKa difference between terminal acceptors and
donors.  The only apparent contribution from water is in the
work terms of the formal rate expression, interpreted as the
cost of assembling the fully hydrogen bonded pathway
(171, 178).  Such a contribution is reasonable, but it is not
obvious why proton transfer to or from water is not more
evident.  It implies that substantial pKa shifts exist for any
water that is directly connected to an acceptor or donor.
Such shifts - i.e., the local electrostatic environment - are
evident in molecular dynamics and quantum chemical
simulations of proton transfer (179-181).

At the present time the resolution of the X-ray
structures is insufficient to allow unequivocal placement of
water molecules in RCs, although there are a number of
consensus positions identified (Figure 7).  The apparent
need for bridges of no more than 1 or 2 water molecules in
the putative pathway may simplify the process of pathway
activation and minimize this component of the energetic
barrier.  This may partially account for why net transfer
(proton equilibration) is so fast over a distance of 14 Å,
nearly twice the length of that seen in carbonic anhydrase.

7.2.2.  Proton transfer coupled to the second electron
In the 2xHis mutant, the 2nd ET is rate limited by

proton transfer similarly to the 1st ET, but the overall rate
constant (and hence kH+) is approx. 5 times slower (166).
This was suggested to reflect the different pKa values of the
terminal acceptor - approx. 4.5 for QB

– vs. 8.5 for
“GluL212”.  However, as just discussed, Scheme 9 and its
equivalent for the 2nd ET do not properly identify the
terminal acceptor species.  The 5-fold difference in
protonation rate for the 2nd ET more likely reflects
equivalent changes in k1 or k2, due to relatively small shifts
in the pKa of A or other intermediates, induced by the
charge on QB

–.  The internal proton transfer rate constants
are therefore not very different for the 1st and 2nd ET
events, and the proton equilibration rates are clearly
adequate to satisfy the required inequality for non-rate
limiting proton transfer in the wild type (keq > 106 s-1).

At the present time, little is known about the
kinetics of the second proton (HII

+) delivered to QBH-.  The
relative pKa values for the ultimate donor (GluL212H, pKa
≈9, or HisL190, pKa ≈ 12) and acceptor (QBH–, pKa ≈ 8.5)
are either quite well matched (GluL212H) or not very
unfavorable (HisL190) for transfer.  Thus, the proton transfer
step should be intrinsically fast and rate limitation is likely
to reside in conformational movements of the quinol or of
water molecules necessary to bridge the gap.  At room
temperature, in wild type RCs, HII

+
 is transferred

sufficiently rapidly that it cannot be resolved from the first
proton.  However, in chromatophores, at temperatures
below 15 °C, it becomes distinguishable and it clearly has a
substantially higher activation energy than the electron
transfer-limited first proton (182).  The authors suggested
that this arises from the energy needed to undock the quinol
monoanion from its hydrogen bond with HisL190, although
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Figure 7.  Consensus water positions in the QB protonation
pathway.  Top: the “dark state”, with QB in the distal
position (PDB files: 1prc, 1aij, 1ds8, 1dv6).  Bottom: the
“light state”, with QB in the proximal position (PDB files:
1aig, 1dv3, 1qov).  The latter file (1qov) is for a mutant
lacking QA and is not a light activated structure, but was
included because QB is in the proximal positon.  Not all
waters shown are in any single structure file, but significant
overlap exists between different structures.

Figure 8.  Activation diagram for the second electron
transfer.  Right side: ET-limited mechanism, as in wild type
and many mutant RCs.  Left side: PT-limited (or non-ET-
limited) mechanism, as in wild type RCs plus divalent
transition metal ions (Ni2+, Cd2+, Zn2+, etc), and certain
mutants, notably L213DN, L210DN/M17DN, and
H126HA/H128HA (2xHis).

it could also be due to removing the fully protonated quinol
from an imidazolate HisL190.

7.2.3.  Temperature dependence of the coupled electron
and proton transfers

Temperature dependence measurements present
an alternative approach to the free energy relationships
obtained by the buffer rescue method of Paddock et al.
(166) described above (Section 7.2.1), and the two are
complementary in developing proper understanding of
mechanism - for example, to separate the influences of
activation energetics and adiabaticity.  According to the
working model for coupled electron-proton transfer on the
second turnover (Scheme 6), the activation parameters for
wild type RCs (ET-limited) must include the uphill
protonation pre-equilibrium and an activation free energy
term for the electron transfer, i.e., ∆GT* = ∆GH

o + ∆GET*.
This is shown on the right side of Figure 8.  EPR data on
the QA

–QB
– state (119, 120) provide the necessary

electronic coupling data for the preexponential factor (ko =
3 x 109 s-1) in a Marcus-type description of the ET step
(Eqn. 3).  This allows one to obtain the total (or apparent)
activation parameters, ∆HT* and ∆ST* and, hence, ∆GT*,
from the T-dependence.  From this, the expected
contribution of the protonation equilibrium, i.e., ∆GH

o =
2.3RT(pH–pKa), yields ∆GET* ≈ 0.21 eV, at pH 7.5 (C. A.
Wraight and P. Maróti, unpublished).  With a reasonable
estimate for the driving force for the electron transfer step
(∆GET

o = -0.25 eV (45, 81, 117)), this result predicts a
value for the reorganization energy, λ ≈ 1.3 eV.  This
agrees well with previous estimates (125-127, 183) (see
Section 6.1.1), indicating that this analysis is appropriate
for the native, ET-limited reaction path.

The component enthalpy and entropy
contributions to the activation free energy can also be
obtained with reasonable assumptions about the
thermodynamics of the proton equilibrium.  There is a vast
literature on the thermodynamics of ionization equilibria,
which shows a good linear correlation between standard
enthalpy and entropy for “normal” (oxygen and nitrogen)
acids and bases, including semiquinones and
hydroquinones (184-186).  For pKa ≈ 4.5, as for QB

–, these
data indicate ∆HH

o
 ≈ -6 kcal/mol  and T∆SH

o
 ≈ +4 kcal/mol,

for proton association.  However, even without knowledge
of the absolute values of ∆HH

o
  and ∆SH

o, it is clear that the
pH dependence of the activation entropy should reflect the
negative entropy of mixing for the protonation equilibrium,
d∆ST*/dpH ≈ d∆SH

o’/dpH < 0.  For wild type RCs (ET-
limited), this is observed (C.A. Wraight and P. Maróti,
unpublished) - the slope is less than that expected from –
2.3R(pH–pKa), but this is readily accommodated by a pH-
dependent pKa value, due to the changing electrostatics in
the protein as residues ionize (see Section 6.1.2) (26, 81).
Thus, it seems reasonable to conclude that the true
activation process (∆SET*) does not have a significant pH
dependence.

For non-ET limited cases (left side of Figure 8),
the analysis is necessarily different and the normal
approach, following the chemical field, would be to apply
transition state theory with a transmission coefficient (κ) of
1.  Consideration of any degree of non-adiabaticity would
be necessary to obtain absolute values of the enthalpy and
entropy of activation, but the pH dependence of these
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parameters is not dependent on the value of κ (except that it
be pH independent).  It is clear, for example, that if the
transition state involves proton uptake, the pH dependence
of the activation entropy should appear as a negative
entropy of mixing, as described above.  In fact, almost any
manipulation that alters the rate limitation - by mutation
(but not including the singular mutant L213DN, AspL213–
›Asn) or by binding of divalent cations like Cd2+ or Ni2+,
which inhibit the capture and entry of H+ into the proton
conducting pathway (142) - results in an apparent (total)
activation entropy, ∆ST*, that exhibits a substantially
positive pH dependence (C.A. Wraight and P. Maróti,
unpublished).  It is unlikely that the ET step is intrinsically
altered by these mutations or by metal binding, which are
all at some distance from the quinone sites.  Thus, the pH
dependence corresponds to whatever non-ET event
modifies the observed rate, e.g., the rapid protonation pre-
equilibrium (in the ET-limited case), or a rate limiting
proton transfer (PT-limited).

Thus, modification of the proton pathway in a
variety of ways reveals a proton conduction mechanism
with a positive pH dependence for the activation entropy.
This strongly suggests that H+ binding, per se, is not
involved in the rate limiting step.  An attractive alternative
is the formation of a hydrogen bonded pathway, possibly
including solvent water, as has been proposed for carbonic
anhydrase (187, 188) and superoxide dismutase (175), and
almost visualized in bacteriorhodopsin (11, 176).
Conceivably the positive pH dependence reflects an
increasing surface charge on the protein and its influence
on counter-ion binding/release that accompanies the
bonding rearrangements involved in establishing the proton
conduction pathway.

The distinct behavior of the L213DN mutant is
striking and indicates a very different kind of limitation,
including the likelihood of significant non-adiabaticity.
The negative pH dependence of ∆ST* in this mutant may
indicate a role for H+ uptake in reaching the activated state
for PT.

7.3.  Proton supply
H+ ions enter the proton conduction pathway at a

unique site that is defined by the surface histidine/aspartic
acid complex.  In turn, the supply of protons from the bulk
phase can occur by multiple, parallel pathways.  These
include (i) bulk (aqueous) H+-ion diffusion, (ii) protolysis
of water, and (iii) transfer from a diffusible donor, e.g.,
buffer.

The combination of these is generally expected to
give very fast bulk transfer rates (130, 189).  However, for
proton binding by the P+QA

– state at alkaline pH, the rate of H+

uptake detected in the bulk phase, although fast, was slower
than expected and a limitation was proposed to reside in
protein conformational equilibria or dynamics (26).  In
chromatophores, net H+ uptake is similarly retarded compared
to the development of an electric potential due to internal
charge transfer (which is presumed to comprise H+

movements) (190).  This indicates a rate limitation in the
transfer of H+ across the membrane interface, which was
suggested to occur by protolysis of water (Reaction ii, above).
This, in turn, implies a restriction on the diffusive approach of
soluble buffers, which would otherwise be expected to
dominate via Reaction iii.  This description has been given
some support by atomic force microscopy measurements that
indicate a very low dielectric constant for water at charged
surfaces, and extending some distance (1-5 nm) into the
aqueous phase (191).  A theoretical application of this to
biological surfaces suggests that a substantial barrier exists to
any ion movement normal to the surface, due to an enhanced
Born energy penalty in the low dielectric of ordered water near
the surface (192).  This proposal, if correct, has important
implications for (chemiosmotic) energy transduction in
biological membrane systems, and may also be significant for
the more local considerations of large, isolated proteins.

In spite of the low concentration of protons in
aqueous solution at physiological pH values, the pathways for
proton delivery from the bulk phase could be marginally
adequate at neutral pH, without special devices.  However, two
additional, but related, mechanisms have been suggested to
overcome any possible limitation to proton supply, both
involving similar surface features of the protein - proton
antennas and effective, local concentrations.

Certain configurations of ionizable surface groups,
especially carboxylic acids, have been proposed to act as
proton antennas, effectively harvesting H+ from solution and
transfering them on the surface by pairwise transfers (189, 193,
194). The close proximity of functional groups allows pairwise
proton transfer rates on the order of 1012 s-1 (163-165) and
surface hopping is considered to be made more efficient by the
tendency for the dissociated H+ to remain trapped within the
Coulomb and solvent cage of the ionized carboxylate anion.
At low or moderate ionic strength this could lead to long
distance surface conduction, making a negatively charged
system an effective antenna.  Stuchebrukhov and coworkers
have considered this from a somewhat different perspective
(195), and conclude that the main aspect of antenna function is
fulfilled simply by the known reduction of dimensionality that
occurs at a plane surface (196) and is largely independent of
specialized features, including charge.  However, the necessary
size for such an antenna to be significant was found to be
substantially larger than that of a typical protein.  Nevertheless,
an extensive membrane surface (generally negatively charged)
may well contribute in this manner.

Experimental evidence for structural
enhancements of proton transport kinetics have been
described for several proteins.  Using fast pH jumps from
laser-activated photoacids and bases, Gutman and
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Figure 9.  Ionizable residues of the Rba. sphaeroides reaction center (cross-eyed stereoview).  The view is looking down,
obliquely, at the QB domain, on the cytoplasmic side.  The H subunit is shown in dark gray, and residues are colored as follows:
acidic - red, basic - blue, histidine - green.  Cofactors are in CPK coloring and some (BchlB, BpheB and spheroidene) are visible
in the bottom half of the figure.  The labeled residues surround the presumed proton entrance site, and are known to be involved
in proton entry and transfer.  The structure file used was 1m3x.pdb.

coworkers have shown that transient residence and
collection of protons does occur on discrete subsets of
carboxylic acids near indicator groups covalently tethered
to the surfaces of proteins, including bacteriorhodopsin
(bR) (194, 197, 198), cytochrome c oxidase (199) and
quinol oxidase (194).  In the case of bR and quinol oxidase,
the tether location was near the proton entry site.  However,
in bR, mutation of surface carboxylic acid residues (i.e.,
other than those involved in the internal conduction
pathways) had no, or very little, effect on photocycle
kinetics or net turnover (200).  Nevertheless, long range
surface transport can be seen is bR purple membranes (201-
203), but this could be facilitated by the various negatively
charged lipids of the purple membrane.

Further compromising the notion of a
predominantly antenna contribution of the protein surface,
the specific amino acid configurations that have been
identified as having a significant impact on proton
transfer/delivery function are dominated by histidines, for
which the Coulomb cage effect is absent (although the
much weaker solvent cage will remain).  For histidines,
however, with higher pKa values than carboxylic acids,
enhancement of proton supply can arise from an effective
local proton concentration in the form of fixed buffer (189).
In RCs, for example, the QAQB electron transfers in the
2xHis mutant become proton limited above about pH 8
(105), whereas the wild type is not proton limited even at
pH > 10.  This indicates that HisH126 and HisH128, with pKa
≈ 7 (167), are effective as local proton donors, even when
less than 0.1% protonated.  Furthermore, the presence of
multiple groups (e.g., histidines), as is generally observed
in such domains, raises the effective pKa of the cluster - at
high pH (low protonation probability) the single proton
occupancy of three independent groups is upto 12 times
that of a single group.

In some cases, both these enhancement
mechanisms may prevail.  In RCs, the key histidines are
part of the surface ionic landscape that is net negative, and
an antenna function of the carboxylates could be coupled to
the histidines at the proton entry site.   However, the
distribution of charges does not obviously support this.
Negatively charged surface residues are not in excess near
the proton entry site of HisH126 and HisH128 and, with the
exception of AspM17, all are roughly paired with basic
residues, and many are in clear salt bridge associations
(Figure 9).  AspL210 and AspH124 are largely occluded by the
histidines, and the former, at least, is implicated in the
proton pathway (see above).  A very similar arrangement is
found in the proton-pumping heme-copper oxidases
(cytochrome c oxidase (204-206) and quinol oxidase
(207)), where the key residue of the D-channel, AspI-132

(residue 132 of subunit I, in Rba. sphaeroides), is similarly
placed beneath the two histidines of the proton entrance
domain.  However, the defined role of AspI-132 is as an
active component in the proton conduction pathway (9,
208), akin to that of AspL210 and AspM17 in RCs, and as yet
there is no clear evidence that an antenna function
significantly enhances net proton throughput.  Conceivably,
however, the submerged carboxylates of the RC (e.g.,
AspL210, and possibly AspH124) and oxidase (AspI-132)
project a negative potential into the solvent, in much the
same way as the active site of certain enzymes enhances the
encounter with substrates by “electrostatic focussing”, e.g.,
superoxide dismutase with O2

– (209) and acetyl
cholinesterase with acetyl choline (210).

8.  CONCLUSIONS

The underlying concepts governing non-adiabatic
electron transfer in biological processes are now quite well
understood, and both theory and computation are proving
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useful in describing events in photosynthetic and
respiratory complexes. Proton transfer, on the other hand,
which is almost certainly purely adiabatic in bioenergetic
systems, requires much more structural and dynamic detail
to define it kinetically.  From experimental studies, the
nature of the main equilibrium macrostates of the reaction
center is becoming known.  However, these comprise a
significant number of strongly interacting microstates, and
the protonation responses of the protein to new charges,
such as QA

– and QB
– in reaction centers, are quite widely

distributed.  The essentially electrostatic nature of proton
transfer reactions allows computational approaches to
describing the complex equilibria involved, but these have
not yet reached consensus.  This may be partly due to
limitations in current methodologies, but equally important
is the limiting resolution of available structures and the
limited use of dynamics.  At the present time there are still
few, direct experimental methods to probe the protonation
states of the protein, with FTIR the main contributor.
Nevertheless, in spite of such difficulties, the combination
of computational and experimental approaches has yielded
a good outline of the coupled proton-electron transfer
events in the acceptor quinones of the photosynthetic
reaction center of Rhodobacter sphaeroides, as
representative of the purple non-sulfur bacteria.
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Footnotes

1  The state PIQA
– is considered to be “closed” for

productive photochemistry because P+I–QA
– recombines so

quickly (≤10 ns) that no trapping can occur by either
electron donation to P+ or transfer from I–.

2  The L and M subunit of all purple photosynthetic bacteria
are highly homologous.  Rba. sphaeroides and capsulatus
are >75% identical and essentially 100% similar, but the M
subunit in Rba. sphaeroides has 2 additional residues,
inserted at about residue 38 and 106.  Except where
necessary, the amino acid numbering given here will refer
to the Rba. sphaeroides sequence.  The H subunits are
much less similar, but, as yet, no H subunit mutational
studies have been performed on any species other than Rba.
sphaeroides.

3  It should be noted that reversion to photosynthetic
growth, which is the conventional selection procedure, is
frequently a dubious criterion for functionally meaningful
changes.  Many of the second site revertants that have been
further characterized exhibit electron transfer rates barely
better than the primary (photosynthetically incompetent)
mutants and some are still more than 3 orders of magnitude
slower than the wild type.

4 It may be mooted that the backbone potential "allows" the
presence of the unusually large clusters of acidic groups in
the quinone-binding region of the RC, especially the L and
H-subunits, but the opposite logic may fit better: the acidic
groups are required to overcome the positive potential, for
general structural stability, but also specifically to restore
reasonable and functional acidity to the semiquinone and
quinol states.

5  For calculation purposes, an intrinsic pK is defined as the
value that would prevail if all other ionizable charges in a
protein were neutralized, leaving only the partial charge set.
Except for unusual (but often functionally important) cases,
it is generally quite close to a solution pK.

6  The kinetics observed in chromatophores (with native
ubiquinone) are significantly faster than the main phases
seen in isolated RCs, and are in line with the rate vs. ∆G°
dependence reported by Li et al (104).

7 1 eV is frequently considered to be a suitable value for
biological electron transfer reactions over a distance of 10
to 20 Å, in a "typical" protein environment (122, 123).  For
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the charge recombination reactions, P+QA
– —› PQA and

P+QB
– —› PQB, the reorganization energy has been taken to

be approx. 0.6-0.9 eV (122, 124, 125) and 1.1-1.4 eV (125-
127), respectively.  The smaller value for the former is
considered to be consistent with the more apolar nature of
the QA binding site, relative to that of QB.  Since the inner
reorganization contribution for P/P+ is likely to be
significantly smaller than for either quinone, one might
expect the back reaction assays to underestimate the
reorganization energy for QA to QB electron transfer.
However, the greater distances and slower time scales for
recombination will have an opposite effect on the outer
reorganization energy.
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